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I. Introduction
The challenge posed to us was to create a modern interconnected home; a product that
networks myriad disparate devices and presents relevant information to the user seamlessly
and integrated with one another. The user need not worry about individual devices anymore.
Instead, they can focus on the ways in which their life flows from one event to another, with the
help of a tool that can anticipate basic needs and supply information at a moment’s notice: Aria.
Aria is a common sensemaking tool for the busy, connected, modern adult, not a system that
serves any one purpose except to simplify the lives of its users by blending inputs from
numerous sensors and inputs in a way that is easily configurable.
From activity monitors to networked infotainment appliances, a whole host of devices within the
home come together to complete interconnected system. The main aim is to make daily life at
home safer, easier, and more enjoyable. Aria works in the background without interrupting the
user unless programmed to do otherwise, creating a truly unobtrusive product.
This report will review the design process, beginning with initial user research and persona
development. We will then discuss three conceptual models that describe the system
architecture, interaction classifications, and interaction/behavior rules that govern the system.
Next, we will outline scenarios for interactions between the user and Aria. We will then discuss
outline criteria we developed for evaluating our designs. We will review each of the prototypes
and discuss reflections throughout this iterative process. Lastly, we will discuss our final
solution, Aria, and how this final prototype utilizes a new and innovative interface to provide
users with an integrated home that is like no other.

II. User Research
We began our research by conducting interviews with ten individuals who represented a variety
of demographics, and distilled those findings into four personas (
See Appendix A)
.We also
compiled all taskoriented data into a spreadsheet (
See Appendix B
) that described all the
possible features that our participants expressed as desires to have in an IOT enabled home.
After developing a first cut of a product, three of the four personas were rejected, and the first
was fleshed out more fully to include a doubleincome family of three living in the suburbs. To
that end, we conducted further research around the parent/child relationship. This was the major
research that developed into the product that we are presenting today.

We pursued our initial research to answer a number of questions:
● 
What problems can a product such as ours solve?
● 
What do people seem to want for the most?
● 
What are the biggest gaps with regards to what today’s technology has to offer?
● 
What type of user seeks to gain the most from a product such as this?
● 
How much is money a limiting factor?
With that in mind, we gathered information for the following demographics:
1.
One of two earners in a doubleincome household
2.
Single, young and techsavvy individual with disposable income
3.
Single mother of two
4.
Middleaged individual caring for an aging parent
In order to frame our research, we started with a wide range of personas so that we could
explore a broad set of needs and backgrounds. The first two personas allowed us to learn about
needs for individuals for whom money was not a problem, whereas for personas 3 and 4,
money is an issue, and cost would prove a constraint. Personas 1 and 3 are familyfocused
personas, each of which has children. Finally, Persona two is a single person living alone, while
persona 4 cares not for children, but for an aging parent. By covering a mix of ages, we were
able to build out needs, as well.
For our research, we conducted interviews for numerous individuals that matched these profiles.
We asked them about their use of automated and remotelycontrolled items for the home such
as the Nest thermostat. We asked them about their use of connected wearable devices such as
the Fitbit, and we asked them about their personal priorities. For every individual interviewed,
Peace of mind, security, organization and saving money were all very important.
We learned from people who were interviewed that the best a system could offer them involved
help with performing mundane and repetitive tasks. Subjects interviewed wanted help with
actions as simple as turning off the lights when a room is empty, or as complicated as
automating the process of doing laundry. Common requests involved maintaining a fridge and
pantry with fresh food and saving money by turning off unused lights and devices. Common
concerns were centered on issues regarding privacy.
Our final personas were for a family consisting of two working parents of a young child, all living
in the suburbs. In interviewing people about the interconnected home, so many of our users had
indicated that this sort of thing would be seen as more of a luxury item to them that we chose
this family to base the product. We wanted to make sure that the audience was appropriate,
given that information.
USER RESEARCH
After conducting these interviews, we created four user personas that showed basic needs for
each character as well as a dayinthelife. (
See: Appendix A)After discussing these personas

and developing a first draft product that would work for all of them, we found that we were
attempting to do too much at once. In order to simplify the system, and to allow us for the most
creative leeway, we opted to work with the persona for the doubleincome family.
We adjusted our personas and performed a task analysis for a family of three, doubleincome
and with a sevenyearold child. What did they want to be able to control the most?
TASK ANALYSIS
We created user stories in order to capture the most important needs of the users:
“In order to not be late for my meeting, I need a reminder of when to leave the house based on
realtime and historical traffic information.”
“In order to save money, I need the house to turn the lights out when no one is in a room, and to
also not water the lawn on rainy days.”
“In order to address problems with the house’s infrastructure in a timely manner, I need to know
when the roof leaks as soon as possible. Preferably, before a wet spot shows in the ceiling.”
CONTEXT ANALYSIS
The purpose of our system is to allow the user easy access to data, for the purposes of
answering questions, scheduling, messaging, and management of lists. The context of use,
therefore, is within the home while accomplishing any number of typical home tasks. For this
reason, we integrated the voice control features that allow the user to perform tasks with the
computer while not breaking stride in their other activities.
After creating a long list of user stories, we developed innovative features for the connected
home. We then broke these features into categories. The main categories for tasks that we
wanted the system to control are as follows:
●
●
●
●
●

Scheduling

Messaging


Maintaining


lists, either grocery or todo lists
Security System

Networkedlife functionality: reporting on integrated house sensors and integrating
external information sources

This is especially important for a system that utilizes any amount of voice control. Otherwise, it
is difficult to set a user’s expectations with regards to the limits of the interface. As we have
designed it, the system creates very little new functionality, most, if not all of it, already
functional as elements of existing system. The power of our concept comes with abstracting this
functionality out from these disparate systems and sources, and enabling the user to access
and manipulate this data vocally or through a tablet or wand within the stream of his or her own

life, reducing the need to break the current stream of activity or thought in order to pick up a
device and move forward with a question or activity.

III. Conceptual Models
With tasks identified, we next needed to define the behavior and architecture of our our system.
We considered various arrangements of hardware, functionality, and interfaces and arrived at a
shared understanding of how our system should work. Provided are three conceptual models
that describe the architecture, interaction classifications, and behavior rules that govern the
system:

The system hub manages a local network and connects home devices to the cloud. Input and
output are controlled through a) multiple microphone/speaker devices (primary) and b) screen
based app (can be run on phone/tablet/tv). We imagine the system is extensible and that a
gesturebased wand device, wearables and other I/O interfaces can be added as users wish.
When hardware is initially installed sensors are connected to basic home spaces and

appliances. Additional devices and sensors can be purchased separately and registered via the
app to join the system.

Summary of System Hardware
The following is a summary of the hardware included in the system. At its core, Aria requires the
following pieces of hardware to function.
● Microphones
● Speakers
● Homebased server
● Aria application downloaded onto any phone, tablet, or smart TV. This is required for the
visual components of Aria
● Aria indicator bulbs
Aria integrates third party systems in order to offer a complete picture of a home for additional
functionality. These can include, but are not limited to:
● thermostat and thermometers
● healthtrackers
● home sensors such as Carbon Monoxide and smoke detectors
● networked refrigerators
● additional mobile devices
What are the rules or principles that govern interaction between the system and user? It is
important that voice interaction system not reproduce the highfrustrationlevel experience of
early voice recognition technology. It must be 
easy to silence or interrupt
. The system must
make judgements about the most
appropriate output channel
(voice, push to screen,
notification) for different kinds of content and contexts.
Additional conceptual models helped us think through the way the system needed to behave.
Multiple connected devices in the home can create a cacophony of signals and notifications.
One of the chief roles of an integrated home system is to manage this deluge or “notification
pollution” by announcing and communicating only what is necessary, and by doing so in a
minimally intrusive way. The figure below shows crucial areas where interaction must be
designed to this goal. Voice interface may be easily suspended or interrupted. Notifications are
assigned an importance level and cycle through a predetermined channels of increasing
conspicuity if necessary (i.e. notification begins as ambient light signal, is escalated to text
message, and then, system alert).

IV. Scenarios
The following section is an overview of the different scenarios envisioned for user interactions
with Aria. Key tasks were identified and selected for development based on priorities developed
from the results of the user research. We used storyboarding to connect tasks into multi task
scenarios. Finally, we created and acted out a narrative skit that reworked and combined the
interactions developed from the storyboards (found in the first prototype). The following is a
summary of scenarios from the skit. The full skit script is in Appendix D.

Interactions Between the User and Aria
The following is a list of interaction scenarios. Many of these are derivatives of interactions from
the skit that represented prototype 2, located in Appendix D.
Alerts
The first scenario for system shows the scheduled alert functionality in great depth. The system
begins by waking the user at her scheduled alarm time by opening the curtains and playing soft
music. Once the user wakes up and enters the shower, she asks Aria to give her a rundown of
her day’s schedule. From here, she can edit events in her schedule via voice commands,
including sending a text message to a friend who wanted to move an appointment. Aria reviews
all of her day’s appointments, and begins to remind her of todo list items.

Cooking and Kitchen Inventory
The second scenario for the system includes using and maintaining a modern kitchen. Our user
asks Aria what can be made for breakfast given what is onhand. Aria gives the user a few
options, and she chooses one. The user then continues to make an inventory of what she needs
to get while grocery shopping. Aria helps her maintain this list.
Getting Ready for the Day
The third scenario involves a user as he is getting ready for work. Aria helps him to choose an
appropriate outfit based on the weather for the day. Aria also lets him know what the historical
and current traffic data says, in case he needs to leave earlier than normal in order to avoid
getting to the office late.
House Maintenance and Saving Money
A fourth scenario involves home sensors. A hidden sensor has detected a leak in one of the
walls in the bathroom, and a plumber is scheduled to come out and make a repair. Later, we
learn that the sprinkler system works alongside a soil moisture sensor, and will not water the
garden on days that the moisture level is sufficiently high for the plants.
Tasks and ToDos
Finally, the last scenario shows how the system helps to remind the family’s child complete his
chores before he is permitted to play video games. A todo list is maintained for the boy, and in
the event that his daily chore list is not complete before playing games,

V. Evaluation Criteria
Based on the overarching design principle of simplicity, we used the following criteria to guide
the development and evaluate the success of our design iterations:
1. Does the system simplify the user’s life?
2. Does the system allow the user to save time?
a. Does the user interact with fewer devices?
b. Are their questions answered sooner with this tool, and with less effort?
3. Does the suite of tools alleviate the user’s concerns while at home or away?
a. Does it offer peace of mind in a way they do not currently have?
4. Does the suite of tools improve the quality of life of the user?
a. Saving money?
b. Safety?
c. Peace of mind?
d. Organization?
5. Is this intuitive to interact with?
a. Example: Can the system use general voice commands to determine what the
user is asking about (for voice).

b. Are gestures natural and easy to infer?
c. How continuous/seamless is the user’s experience? (Is it great on an iphone but
falls apart when s/he puts the phone down and is in the home?)
We also developed the following criteria as a benchmark through the prototyping process. We
used Michael Levin’s book “Designing MultiDevice Design Experiences” to articulate the
following additional evaluation criteria. Our goal was to make the system consistent, continuous,
and complementary, as discussed in the following examples:
Consistent
The same content offering is replicated across devices. An appropriate web example
may be: Responsive screen sizes while watching a soccer game that adjusts itself to
every device width and length.
Continuous
The experience is continuous across the platform; each device picks up where the
previous one left off:
Example: The wand may be used as an audiobook at home. When outside, the Kindle
may resume.
Example: The wand may vibrate to indicate that CO detector’s battery is about to die,
and the smartphone may add the battery to the grocery list. (example between the
interconnectedness of devices)
Complementary
Different devices work together as a group complementing one another to create a full
experience.
Example: The user may ask the wand what the song playing on their smartphone is, and
the wand may find it out and share it

VI. Prototypes
This section will discuss each prototype, and the requirements we used to make each
iteration of the design. Each prototype made advances from feedback and updated system
requirements.
Prototype 1
We initially reviewed the requirements of the project and developed ideas individually. Because
our ideas were divergent, we were able to establish a framework for the system that included
multiple ideas. At that point, we were working with the four user personas developed from the
initial user research. We created the system to be a series of tiers the user could purchase to
create a custom experience based on their needs and budgetary constraints. We developed this
tier system knowing that different personas we developed had different needs, and we knew

that one system would not be able to incorporate all of the features each individually needed
without being bloated or too cumbersome. We reflected on Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs in this
development. We also developed the following storyboards as a framework for our prototyping
process.

The following are the ideas that were incorporated in our first round of prototyping:
● Information Architecture layout
● Smartboard
● Wand
● wearable bracelet and microgesture interactions
● Wearable sticker sensor that recognizes movements of the tendons for gesture
recognition
● Limitedvoice interactions

Figure 7 The smart board prototype using sticker based sensors for gesture control

Figure 8 The wand as a remote prototype, and the wand accessories.

Prototype 2
Our first area of convergence in this round of prototyping was narrowing our focus within the
personas. We decided to focus on one persona set, the adult user of a nuclear family with a
dual income as our primary persona, and the child or additional adult as a secondary persona.
We conducted additional user research to create a more focused list of desired features. We
decided to leave the tier system, as it assumed a set of limitations that were not entirely relevant
anymore. Because it was trying to cater to many audiences, it had to have adjustments and
limitations that we decided were not in the best interest of the goals of this project. We removed
the price as a hindering factor, specifically.
We introduced prototype 2 with a focus on interactions, as we had begun to narrow down our
form factor. We decided on the wand and wearable bracelet as compliments to the voice based
interaction with the system. We knew the voice interactions would need to incorporate a
speaker and microphone, but we left the form factor of the system open. While we hard
narrowed down the form factor for the complementary devices, we decided the simplest way to
incorporate these was to use each in interactions that made the most sense given their
capabilities. The wand would do things like changing the lights, and closing the windows,
because it works well at singling out devices to interact with it. The wand and bracelet were
simple. The bracelet could detect biometrics, and the wand has a fingerprint sensor.
We included more emphasis on the voice in this prototype, as it would be the main interaction
facilitator for the user and device. We started this round of iteration by listing scenarios in which
the user could utilize the system, and developed scenarios from there. This prototype was
delivered as a skit, and included interactions like reading emails, scheduling events and making
schedule adjustments, suggesting recipes to make, creating a shopping list, and setting parental
controls on entertainment activities for children. In this prototype, the system can carry on a
series of commands and interactions to perform tasks. The system speaks like a computer and
the user does not address it by name.
Prototype 3
During this round of prototyping, we decided to focus on the information architecture that
composed the voice interactions, which we nicknamed Holly. We wanted to articulate exactly
how Holly would be able to string together intelligent interactions, and how these interactions
would be productive for the user. We made a workflow automation feature that the user would
initially set up to create their customized flow. This would include a simple set up of “ifthen”
events, and drag and drop flows the user could create for complex interactions. We focused on
creating anticipatory design within the system, and ways the system could show you it was
monitoring your actions to provide you with anticipated results from learned commands.
We also better conceptualized her tone and voice in an effort to make it a more familiar
presence for the user. We decided that Holly needed to better build rapport and trust with the
user to help prevent user dropoff. There were multiple ways we tried to prevent annoyances

with the system within this prototype. We decided to give the user the option to stop the reading
of unnecessary or textrich items or send them to a device for the user to read on their own. The
system would also chunk information being read and would, for example, read two items from a
list, pause, and ask the user if they wanted to continue. “Next” would also be a skip command
for skipping some chunks but not whole interactions.

We also decided to add more features to the wand to see if this increase in capability would be
useful for the user in different interactions with the system. We expanded the wand to include
haptic feedback (vibrations) and light feedback on the tip of the wand. We wanted to continue to
focus on using each device to the best of its capabilities. While the devices would be
collaborative, we would use them each when it would be best given each has a unique utility.
Below are examples of interactions and scenes in which each device would be used in this multi
device input and output scheme.
Voice

•

short command/short answer interactions (questions, next appointment, text, family
mbr location)

•
•
•

controlling lights, music,initiate/turn on/off
Audio media (audio books, Wikipedia, music)
not ideal for rich html or long text (web pages, email)

Video display

•

Data visualization, rich web content, visual media, spatial map (leaderboards,
webpages, locating object)

•

Long/complex textual output that the user may skim/ parse (email,, webpage, recipe,
shopping list)

Wand/gesture

•
•
•

pointing on screen or in house, Interacting with display from across room.
Times when you want to be silent.
Games, creative play, moving/manipulating virtual objects, drawing.

VII. Final Solution
Introducing Aria, a connected home solution that gives you freedom and information. Aria adds
beauty and simplicity to your busy life, streamlining your data access and letting you know what
you need, when you need it, without the clutter of separate gadgets and interfaces.
Aria works in the background without interrupting the user
unless programmed to do otherwise, creating a truly
unobtrusive product. Aria simplifies the lives of its users by
blending inputs from numerous sensors and information
sources in a way that is easily configurable. Ours is a common
sensemaking tool for the busy, connected, modern adult.
From activity monitors to networked infotainment appliances, a
whole host of devices within the home come together to
complete the interconnected system. Aria makes daily life at
home safer, easier, and more enjoyable.
Our finished concept is designed as part of the inner workings
of a home, built into the walls and appliances. The system is
controlled primarily by voice or by interaction with an app
downloaded for a mobile device. The final product is not a DIY
sort of system, but instead one that must be installed by
professional consultants.
Imagine a home where everything is connected:
Wake up happy
Your alarm clock is integrated with a soft computer voice that
wakes you with a warm greeting and the curtains slowly opening.
Be on time
Aria will let you know when you should leave for work because she is always watching realtime
traffic and knows the forecasted weather.
Manage your kitchen
Always know what you have in your fridge and pantry, and get immediate access to recipes that
won’t require a trip to the grocery store!
Stay prepared

Your kitchen and pantry are always inventoried, so that you always know what you have run out
of and what expires soon. Ask Aria for recipe suggestions when you’re out of ideas and don’t
have time to go shopping  she will offer the best recipes based on what is readily available.
With our mobile app, you also know what to shop for when you are grocery shopping.
Enjoy peace of mind
Your house is smartly enabled with sensors throughout, and knows when something needs
repair or attention. With integrated sensors and prebuilt logic, you’ll be alerted when the system
detects a leak in the roof, or when you need to change your air filter. It enables you to be
content knowing that your house will let you know when you have a maintenance problem, as
soon as it arises, before it’s too late.
Stay secure
Smart locking system helps you to be always in control of your front and back doors. Aria helps
you keep the bad guys out and let the right people in, even when you are away from home.
Go green
Aria lets you monitor your home’s consumption and allows for resourcesaving measures, like
turning off lights in empty rooms or bypassing the sprinkler on rainy days.
Seize the day!
Enjoy access to your schedules and personal task lists with the ease of a handsfree interface.
Design Rationale:
Our main objective was to push voice as primary mode of interface as far as it can reliably and
comfortably go. For security and reliability, the network will be routed to a central server within
the home that is also connected to the cloud.
We decided to simplify the way the user interacts with the interface. Instead of placing equal
importance to aural, visual, and haptic interaction, we decided to narrow down our scope and
focus mainly on the “voice interface”. We thought that the main advantage in prioritizing our
interaction type is to enable the users to better understand how the system works at its core.
Therefore, we aimed to achieve simplicity through thoughtful reduction.
We believe the voice interaction is the most innovative way the system functions. True natural
language processing is improving, and apps like Uber and Google Maps show that computers
are getting better at accomplishing complex tasks that were once hard to do through direct
manipulation.

A Light In the Dark
After so much of our interface has relied on the disembodied voice of the Aria system, we
wanted to bring her into the third dimension by way of lighted fixtures. In order to complete the
Aria system with these fixtures we wanted to be able to answer the following questions:
What sort of things might we want a light fixture to communicate?
● When the voice is talking to you
● When the voice is listening
● When the computer is processing
(user is waiting on an answer)
● When the computer is off and not listening
● When the system has a pending alert
In order to give some ambient status indicator for the system
while maintaining the ethereal feel of Aria, we added a light
fixture for any room in which Aria can be accessed. It is a
single light fixture that exists in the ceiling or in some highly
visible location. When the computer is talking, the light pulses
in time with her patterns of speech. When the computer is
processing a problem, the indicator spins in order to let the
user know that they should expect to wait a second or two
before a response is given. When the system encounters an alert, Aria’s light shines an orange
as opposed to the teal that she normally shows. When Aria is asleep, she pulses slowly like the
breath of someone who is asleep. We found that this visual indicator was necessary in order to
offer simple unobtrusive feedback to system status and functionality.

VIII. Argument
Automating behind the scenes activity
We believe we are reaching an era where we don’t have to solely interact through direct
manipulation but also through delegation, and voice interaction is the most convenient way for
the user to delegate. Along with the merger of technologies where routine activities of life are
handled with single apps, almost all the magic happens behind the scenes. Voice interaction is
a great way to support that type of “magical” interaction. Voice interactions designed by human
factors experts that take advantage of always improving Natural Language Processing
technology.
Social network of devices in home
This interface connects a network of devices across multiple sensors throughout the home.
Coordinating these devices in a social network is an innovation in this space, and creating the
information architecture behind this “social” communication among devices is the innovation.
This system relies on a structure of ifthen and chained commands to link devices on the

network. The system is able to link existing devices through sensors, which is also unique.The
ability to link current devices through the sensors adds utility for the user; they don’t have to go
out and buy all new devices that work within the system to use it.
Capabilities of Aria
We believe the system brings unique utility to the user. While the services the system offers
integrates tasks the user currently does (e.g. sending emails, making grocery lists, checking the
status of the home) Aria allows the user to do these handsfree, and with ease. The power of
our concept comes from extracting the functionality of many systems that work at the same
time, but not together, and enabling the user to control these systems and sources together.
When these are integrated, it makes the user able to access the activities and tasks easier, and
helps prevent them from losing their flow when they need to pick up a device among many
separate devices when moving forward with an activity. Additionally, because of the home
server each household has, the system can also handle complex tasks, and multiple tasks in
succession.

IX. Reﬂections Strengths and Challenges
In the beginning, we wanted to create a tool that was everything to everyone. We realized after
conducting research and attempting to come up with a first product, that our aims were too
broad and that we had to refine our concepts and our audience. These iterations and attempts
to reconfigure our designs with reflection to our users was the biggest part of the learning
process for us as a team.
During Prototype 1, we attempted to hit all needs and price points for 4 personas. We also
attempted to integrate many inputs, outputs, and sensors. During Prototype 2, we took an
approach that was more convergent. We reduced our audience to a doubleincome suburban
family, and focused on the product capabilities more closely. We largely abandoned the kid
features that involved creative play. We added LED screens on the walls to be used as screens
throughout the house because we felt like the system needed more, and needed to be flashy.
Through this process, we were focusing on the complexity of the system, and all of the “cool”
features it could have. A big piece of the overall reflection component for our team has been a
reflection in simplicity. Nailing simplicity is an art. While it is great to have features that bring
value to the life of the user, these features need to be streamlined and efficient. Especially in
this prototype, this was a valuable reflection.
During Prototype 3, we decided to focus on the wand and gave up on using the bracelet. We
added projection feature that is activated from the tip of the wand where the user may create,
drag and resize their screen according to their needs. We also added extra buttons on the wand
to promote tactile features and strengthen visual cues. Overall, we concentrated on voice
interaction. Because we wanted to do the system justice, and knew it was going to be a

complex installation, we discussed product as also a service  it is something that is
professionally installed and not DIY. This necessitates servers in the basement in order to make
AI components and naturallanguageprocessing feasible. We struggled with the wand around
this time. We knew it was something we liked, both its concept and the additional capabilities it
could bring to users. We purposefully made it include a number of things, when we knew that
we would pare it down. We used this prototype to get the feedback of classmates and were
trying to figure out what inputs/feedback outputs were best for this design. Shortly after this
prototype, we ultimately decided this component needed additional work to perfect the simple
yet useful interaction design we had purposefully developed in other components of the system.
This was a difficult decision for us, but for now, was a necessity.
Overall, we decided to focus on the voice interaction on the design. We knew that this was a
strong component of the system once we had ironed out some of the kinks, especially around
prototype 2. The complexity of designing the voice is something that we did not predict. We
were able to make the necessary changes but went through a trial and error phase. We had
confidence that once we ironed out these details, the voice interaction would remain strong. It
fits out simplicity criteria well, and users have existing mental models they can easily apply to
these interactions.
We added the ambient light to Aria, as well, knowing that our users would value the feedback it
provides. Because we wanted to focus on simplifying the user’s life, we chose to use the
devices the user has on hand, like a phone, tablet, or smart TV for Aria to send messages or
lists. In a grander scenario, we might envision Aria making use of LED wallpaper, or projected
3D light displays. For now, we felt it was simpler and more practical to use existing and readily
available user devices for visual display and touch/type input, including phone, tablet or smart
TV.
As a team, this has been a great opportunity to learn and innovate together. Some of the
biggest learning moments occurred when we were working together either to evaluate user
feedback, or sketch different ideas and discuss. At a point in the semester, one team member
suggested we each reflect on the readings and apply lessons from the course discussions that
are relevant for our designs. This was a great turning point in the group process.
Reflections and recommendations for further development of the “Wand” device
st
1
phase: Everyone had their own wand.
The first wand was designed to assist everyone in the household. All family members had
wands and wands had different features. A parent’s wand had control over
everything, but it was restricted for the kids. Each wand could be activated by the fingerprint of
its user, however privacy settings were also adjusted to suit every need.
nd
2
phase: One wand that did them all.
Then, it became clear that having a wand for every member may complicate things further.
Besides, a finger ID system would already enable all users to distinguish their privacy settings

within the wand. So we decided not to force the family members to own a wand for each person,
since any user could control everything within the house without the need to have a personal
wand. A wand that could be personalized by fingerprint ID was enough.
rd
3
phase: The wand is turning into a light saber.
This was where thing started to get complicated. We decided the wand should be aural, haptic
and visual. Instead of focusing on voice interaction as the main aspect, we continued to use
every type of interaction possible. We could have simplified, but the more we continued to add
types of interaction as supporting forces, the more complicated it became; such as visual alerts
where a variety of colors indicated the severity of notifications, or a rich template of vibration
themes that indicated different types of alerts. Wand also needed buttons for starting, stopping,
selecting, skipping and projecting.

th
4
phase: An exhilarating enabler or an exasperating disabler?
We shelved the wand, because we felt that it could have been a complex and useful interface,
even on its own. While we think that it could be useful in this context, too, we wanted to take
more time to iron out the details. We wanted to give this challenge the attention it deserved, and
ultimately decided it needed more time than we had available during this prototyping process.
We knew the wand needed to be simple, yet offer the user ample feedback from interactions.
This is a complicating factor that we learned would be delicate to address, and needed to be
done right to garner user buyin.

